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ABSTRACT Digital microfluidic, as an emerging and potential technology, diversifies the biochemical
applications platform, such as protein dilution sewage detection. At present, a vast majority of universal
cyberphysical digital microfluidic biochips (DMFBs) transmit data through wires via personal computers
and microcontrollers (like Arduino), consequently, susceptible to various security threats and with the
popularity of wireless devices, losing competitiveness gradually. On the premise that security be ensured
first and foremost, calls for wireless portable, safe, and economical DMFBs are imperative to expand their
application fields, engage more users, and cater to the trend of future wireless communication. To this
end, a new cyber-physical DMFB called PortableLab is proposed in this paper, which guarantees data
security through wireless sensors at low cost. After considering the security, computing consumption, and
cost, a mobile module is added. In addition, the improved Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) algorithms are utilized to ensure the integrity and confidentiality of
data transmission. Ultimately, all the security analysis, cost analysis, and experimental results on multiple
protocols demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed PortableLab DMFB in time and space.

INDEX TERMS DMFB, security, wireless, mobile, low-cost, healthcare.

I. INTRODUCTION
The pandemic caused by Covid-19 has challenged the entire
traditional healthcare system and exposed its weaknesses
to the public. AXA reported in 2023 that some people
experienced significant mental stress as a result of the pan-
demic [2]. Fortunately, the pandemic also contributed to the
development of human society. Examples include intelligent
factories [3], natural language processing, chip security [4],
etc. Telemedicine is an exchange of clinical/medical-related
information from one destination to another employing
information and communication technology (ICT) [5].
Despite the necessity of telemedicine being fully aware of
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contagious diseases, an unmet need remains for reliable,
portable endpoint healthcare devices. Biochips, an emerging
platform for biochemical reagent preparation, can perform
specific tasks faster than traditional manual operations by
automating and refining operations to achieve this challenge.
Therefore, it can be anticipated that biochips will, as indus-
trialization advances, significantly promote the development
of existing intelligent healthcare systems. Hence, digital
microfluidic biochip, integrating the basic operations of
reaction, separation, and detection in biological, chemical,
and medical analysis processes onto a microchip and
automatically completes the analysis, is a powerful emerging
technology that manages precise manipulation of droplets
from nanoliter to microliter as well as complex experimental
analysis [6].
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FIGURE 1. Structure of a DMFB array as viewed from the side.

According to the latest statistics, the global microfluidic
product market size is expected to reach USD 12.38 billion
in 2025 [7]. In the past 20 years, DMFBs have been
extensively studied because of their affordability and automa-
tion ability. Distinctive from the flow-based microfluidic
biochips, DMFB is composed of a two-dimensional electrode
array and peripheral devices, such as heaters, optical
detectors, and control pin devices [8], as shown in Figure 1.

Previously, Alistar designed a DMFB platform called
OpenDrop that took DMFB out of the lab [1], [2], though
its defects can never be neglected: (1) the analysis module
is embedded inside the platform, which would make the
biochemical protocols vulnerable to theft, and (2) it is unable
to be freed from the constraints of the lab and requires the
latest biochemical protocols to be wired and downloaded
from the host. Nevertheless, our proposed PortableLab
will enable actuation sequences to be transferred through
wireless modules, thus allowing the accessibility of the latest
biological protocols and real-time analysis results for any
end-users at home, outdoors, and not in a clinic.

The reconfigurability of DMFBs and the convenience of
software control have facilitated research in chip automation
design and application. Plowing into substantial capital inno-
vations in biochemical analysis and cyberphysical models
is indispensable in developing bio-protocols. Meanwhile,
rapid commercialization has led to more frequent piracy
attacks [9], [10], so biochemical protocol protection should
be attached to great importance to prevent certain economic
losses.

Therefore, this paper proposes PortableLab, which allows
the microcontroller to transmit data wirelessly to the
server. Since DMFBs transmit data remotely, the biological
protocol is likely to be stolen by piracy attacks. In [11],
Jalalitabar et al. listed the threats of hardware Trojans in
wireless sensor networks.

The paper exploits encryption and verification algorithms
to ensure the complete and indecipherable data. Symmetric
algorithms are usually applied to encrypt data, while asym-
metric algorithms usually serve as encrypt keys. Therefore,
PortableLab encrypts the data with the AES algorithm and
optimizes s-box queries using logic gate circuits [12]. CRC
algorithms often retain data accuracy in communication,
endowed with vigorous error detection ability, cost-effective
property, a convenient encoder, and a detection circuit. The
contributions of our work are summarized as follows.

FIGURE 2. Schematic of a traditional cyberphysical DMFB model.

• A secure DMFB model with wireless communication
PortableLab is first proposed, and theworking principles
and parameters are introduced.

• An improved encryption algorithm based on AES and
CRC algorithms is designed for low-cost wireless
DMFB communication; this algorithm guarantees the
bioassay is indecipherable and unmodifiable between
the microcontroller and remote servers.

• Security evaluation parameters are defined, which are
designed to evaluate the performance of the PortableLab.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the structure and principle of DMFB.
Section III presents the Cyberphsical DMFB and com-
munication models, the flow of the overall model, and
the protection between the data-defined feasibility analysis,
including security and cost, in Section IV. Experimental
results are shown in Section V to demonstrate the feasibility
of PortableLab, and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Here, the traditional cyberphysical DMFB model, wireless
module combined with DMFB, related work of this article,
and the motivation for proposing PortableLab will be
described.

A. TRADITIONAL CYBERPHYSICAL DMFB MODEL
Traditional cyber-physical DMFB model containing DMFB,
camera, and microcontroller. Figure 2 shows the traditional
cyberphysical DMFBmodel. The conventional method is that
the microcontroller (such as Arduino) is directly connected to
the DMFB, while the personal computer communicates with
the microcontroller through the universal serial bus [13]. The
controller can apply a voltage to the DMFB to actuate the
droplets.

The sequence of these control voltages is activated
through a high-level synthesis flow, and the measurement
is specified in the form of a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
The correct actuation control signal can enable DMFB
to perform distribution, transport, separation, and mixing
operations. There are integrated circuit clips on both sides
of the DMFB and connect to the microcontroller. There are
two parallel plates with electrodes, and the surface of the
plate is coated with an isolation layer and a hydrophobic
layer to facilitate the driving of droplets. Applying a
voltage V below to change the tension of the droplet on the
substrate causes the droplet to deform. This phenomenon is
called electrowetting on dielectric and is modeled using the
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FIGURE 3. Schematic of portableLab model.

Lippmann-young equation.

cos θv = cos θ0 +
ε0εrv2

2dγlg
(1)

where cos θv is the contact angle when voltage is applied,
θ0 is the contact angle when no potential is applied, ε0 is
the vacuum dielectric constant, εr is the relative permittivity,
γlg is the liquid-gas interfacial tension, 2d is an electric
double layer at the interface between solid and liquid after
applying voltage. Based on these basic functions, DMFB
can be utilized for bioassays such as protein dilution and
sewage detection. However, during the development of
the biochemical protocol, a large amount of capital and
manpower are required, and the current biochip has many
security problems [6]. Therefore, intellectual property should
be protected when considering new solutions to prevent theft
by malicious attackers.

B. WIRELESS MODULE
With the rapid development of the Internet of Things (IoT)
technology, wireless modules are applied in various IoT
devices. Wireless modules such as ESP8266 have a lower
cost compared to other wifi modules. The compact form
factor (24*16mm) makes it possible to embed a multitude of
devices. This chip utilizes a 3.3V DC power supply with low
power consumption and nothing seriously lost packet. The
wireless wifi module is a double-edged sword, which causes
some problems while bringing convenience [14].

Wireless sensor network technology solves the problem
of long-distance data transmission by providing low-cost
and low-power wireless communication. Most companies
have realized that with the invention of low-cost, low-power
wireless sensors, wireless communication is one of the most
economical ways to transmit data [15]. While both parties
are communicating, other devices are untrusted third parties.
Therefore, it is necessary to establish an encryption algorithm
to ensure data security in wireless transmission.

C. RELATED WORK
Currently, DMFB can be applied in many fields, includ-
ing neonatal diagnosis [16], sample preparation [17],
drug discovery [18], etc. Regarding functional classifi-
cation, DMFB can be divided into customized DMFB
and universal DMFB [19]. Customized DMFB can be
custom-designed and manufactured according to specific
experimental requirements and application scenarios and
implement one or more pending biological detections on

the chip [9]. Common customized DMFBs include Clinical
Diagnostics DMFB and Environmental Analysis DMFB.
Customized DMFB needs to meet specific experimental
requirements and application scenarios, so it is unsuitable
for diverse experiments. At the same time, when customized
DMFB needs to conduct different types of experiments, the
chip may need to be redesigned, resulting in higher costs and
time. Invest. General-purpose DMFBs are usually designed
to perform different bioassays based on field-programmable
electrode arrays [20] and, therefore, have high flexibility.
At the same time, because general-purpose DFMBs have
standardized designs and can be mass-produced, they have
lower costs and are suitable for a wide range of research
and experiments. Common general-purpose DMFBs include
DropBot and OpenDrop. Among them, the open-source
platform DropBot proposed by Fobel et al. is used to
precisely control and operate the flow and merger of tiny
droplets [21]. To bring this technology from the laboratory
to a broader range of applications and reduce costs, Alistar
designed OpenDrop, a small platform that makes biological
experiments more convenient [1]. So far, in the field of
DMFB, OpenDrop mainly implements the download of the
latest biological protocols through wired transmission with
the host device. This still has certain limitations for it to
go out of the laboratory. The PortableLab proposed in this
article combines wireless modules with droplet microfluidic
technology to enable biological experiments to be performed
anytime and anywhere.

D. MOTIVATION
In the future, biochips will have broad market prospects,
but at present, the main usage scenarios of biochips are
still laboratories. If biochips are liberated from laboratory
constraints to a greater extent, the popularity of biochips
can be significantly promoted. Therefore, there is a need for
a digital biochip platform that can use the latest biological
protocols anytime and anywhere. Although OpenDrop has
solved this pain point to a large extent, it currently has
problems such as being easily stolen, and it needs to connect
and download the latest biological protocols from the host.
Therefore, it still has deficiencies in portability and security.
Thus, this article combines the wireless module with the
biological microfluidic chip platform to ensure that the
biological microfluidic platform can use the latest biological
protocols to conduct bioassays anytime and anywhere and to
prevent biological protocols from being stolen on the chip
platform. At the same time, to prevent the biological protocol
from being stolen during wireless transmission, this article
uses improved Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) algorithms to ensure the
integrity and confidentiality of data transmissions.

III. APPLICATION
A. LARGE HOSPITAL AND SMALL CLINICS
In large hospitals, the commonly used detection performed
by DMFB is the clinical analysis, which usually includes the
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detection of metabolites, electrolytes, liver function markers,
and kidney function markers in physiological samples,
which requires a laboratory host for each department.
Clinical diagnosis of these markers in an offline setting is
inconvenient [22] since the assays require the integration
of many workflows. Besides, it is a waste of resources for
different hosts to handle protocols from various hospital
departments, and it is impossible to remotely manage updates
to the latest protocols.

In small clinics, some disease detection is impossible
due to expensive equipment. End-users handing over critical
data processing to cloud servers will significantly reduce
operating costs, and clinics only purchase mobile DMFB
devices, which lowers the threshold to detect diseases. End-
users in large hospitals and clinics will protect their privacy if
all detection results are available only to trusted cloud servers.
In PortableLab, the data processing procedures are kept in
a fixed place, which will reduce the cost and increase the
portability of DMFB in hospitals and small clinics.

B. BIOLOGICAL REACTION
The DMFB platform has many biological field applications,
where general biological reactions are performed for PCR,
cell culture, and immunoassays. Reference [23] utilizes dig-
ital microfluidic chips to culture embryos automatically and
maintains complete control of embryos through protocols.

C. CHEMICAL REACTION
In chemical reactions, the DMFBs have been used to syn-
thesize various micro-particles. Test tubes perform various
operations for conventional chemical reactions, which wastes
many valuable reagents. The DMFB can operate on tiny
droplets of about 30 picoliters, which results in less waste
of reagents [24]. The Wheeler group reacts with thiobenzoic
acid, yet the chemical can only be stored at 2 to 8 degrees
Celsius, which would limit the reaction temperature. There
are also some problems in the movement of chemicals, such
as temperature, moderate control, chemical reagent hazards,
and temporal stability. Chemical reactions for different
protocols also imply the need for different DMFBs, which can
significantly increase the reaction cost. PortableLab enables
these chemicals to react without moving and can utilize
multiple protocols on a single device and get real-time results
from the cloud server.

D. ENVIRONMENTAL DETECTION
In environmental detection, which is the detection of
microbial concentrations in various environments such as
sewage, air, and soil, the DMFBs can monitor the levels
of substances in real time and allow experts to determine
the environment from the data. The previous model could
not detect in real-time and required experts to observe
at the detection location. Environmental detection requires
real-time analysis of the data. Since the composition of
microorganisms in the environment is diverse, utilizing a

single protocol for detection is impossible, and different
protocols are necessary. In PortableLab, microorganisms in
the environment can be detected in real-time. The data is
sent to a cloud server for processing, eliminating the need for
on-site observation by experts. It is also possible to load new
reaction protocols to detect substances, eliminating the need
for multiple DMFBs and avoiding wasted resources.

E. AT-HOME DETECTION
The DMFB detects various minor illnesses; some simple
tests can be performed without a hospital. For example,
the DMFB performs a polymerase chain reaction on DNA,
a reaction that detects pneumonia infection. Reference [25]
proposed using amicrofluidic platform to detectMycoplasma
pneumonia, a method that would identify Mycoplasma
pneumonia by detecting changes in the RNA sequence.
Home detection is essential since mycoplasma infections
usually have an insidious onset followed by days or weeks of
slowly worsening dry cough, fever, and discomfort. However,
different protocols are required for other diseases, and typical
microfluidic platforms need to change protocols frequently
to correspond to various diseases. PortableLab can provide
different protocols for home detection, allowing different
familymembers to detect other diseases. For chronic illnesses
that need to be monitored, the data can also be transferred to
a cloud server for real-time analysis and privacy protection of
the results.

IV. MOBILE MICROFLUIDICS PLATFORMS
Here, the new cyberphysical DMFB model and its internal
communication mode will be described. Then, the whole
process involved and the algorithm steps will be described.

A. THE OVERALL PORTABLELAB MODEL FLOW
In the model flow shown in Figure 4, biological and
chemical engineers need to propose biochemical analysis.
For example, the detection of protein requires the biuret
reagent. When using the biuret reagent, must first add
0.1g/ml sodium hydroxide solution, and then add 0.01g/ml
aqueous solution of copper sulfate. The sequence graph is
determined according to the sequence graph specification and
sequence analysis. The sequence graph needs to conform
to the chip design specifications, and the chip engineer
turns the sequence diagram and sequence analysis into
the corresponding chip actuation sequence. These actuation
sequences will be encrypted and verified by the algorithm
and then sent to the microcontroller through the wireless
module. When the microcontroller receives the data, it will
execute the decryption and verification algorithm to ensure
that the data will be complete and indecipherable in the
transmission process. The microcontroller will use the
interpreted data to generate the actuation sequence and
then control DMFB for scheduling, placement, and routing
operations. In PortableLab, the keys required for encryption
and authentication algorithms will be embedded in the
microcontroller before the vendor sells.
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FIGURE 4. The overall framework of the proposed PortableLab.

Algorithm 1 Decryption and Verify Splicing Check
Bit
Input: c, actuation sequence ciphertext block
Output: p, actuation sequence plaintext block, k ,

cipher key
while Presence of unprocessed ciphertext blocks do

while The C to decrypt isn’t null. do
if ! c % G(x) then

return false;
end
⟨k (0), k (1), . . . , k (10)⟩ ← KeySchedule(k) ;
c← AddRoundKey(p,k (0)) ;
for each i∈{1,2,. . . ,10} do

c← Invshiftrow(c);
c← InvSubBytes(c);
c← AddRoundKey(c,k (i));
c← InvMixColumns(c);

end
c← Invshiftrow(c);
c← InvSubBytes(c);
c← AddRoundKey(c,k (10));

end
return c;

In the data part, this paper will apply encryption and
verification algorithms to protect the data from being read
and tampered with in transmission. Therefore, the synthesis
problem to be considered in this framework is defined as:

Input: A synthesized actuation sequence AS =

(as1, as2, . . . , asn); the key K used by the encryption
algorithm; the integer R used to the validation algorithm.

Output: A verified and encrypted algorithms actuation
sequence ASEV = (as′1, as

′

2, . . . , as
′
n).

Objective: Plaintext AS = (as1, as2, . . . , asn) ensures its
data security through encryption algorithm, and ciphertext
ASE = (as′1, as

′

2, . . . , as
′
n) ensures its data integrity through

verification algorithm. Moreover, data encryption and verifi-
cation are reliable in terms of time feasibility.

B. THE PORTABLELAB MODEL AND
COMMUNICATION PATTERN
In this part, we will briefly introduce the PortableLab with a
wireless and describe the communication module and model
applied.

The traditional model requires a personal computer to
control DMFB throughwired for biological protocol analysis,
which significantly limits the application scenarios of DMFB.
Therefore, a wireless module is applied to realize data
communication. This PortableLab will alter this method,
as shown in Figure 3. The controller, DMFB, and liquid
crystal display (LCD) are integrated to transmit data to the
server through esp8266. The server sends the encrypted
control signal to the controller through esp8266, and the
controller converts it into an actuation sequence to control
DMFB. When the DMFB executes the biological protocol,
the results will be returned to the server for processing
through the microcontroller, and the server will send it to the
microcontroller for presentation through the wireless module,
allowing the end-user to view the analysis results in real time.
Because of the insecurity of wireless communication, the
threat of hardware trojan is increasingly severe. The server
will encrypt the data before sending it and decrypt it when
the microcontroller receives it.

Among PortableLab’s interface communications, the con-
troller turns data to the internal memory of the programmable
logic controller (PLC) through the RS-232 communication
interface. When performing biometrics, the PLC will read
the electrode actuation sequence in the memory to deactivate
the DMFB electrode to actuate the droplet. After the DMFB
executes a series of bioassays, the sensing system detects
the resulting droplets, turns the analog signal into voltage
or current, and transmits it to the controller. The controller
turns the encrypted result into the server through the wireless
module.

The inter-integrated circuit (I2C) bus will transfer data
between the microcontroller and the wireless sensor. The
I2C bus has two bi-directional serial lines, one of which is
serial clock (SCL), and the other is serial data (SDA). In data
transmission, SCL is the high level for valid data, SDA is
the high level for binary ‘‘1’’, and the low level for binary
‘‘0’’.When the SCL voltage is low, the SDA’s voltage is level-
switched. The embedded control code contains only numbers
and letters converted to their corresponding binary numbers
through the ASCLL code table.

C. DATA PROTECTION
Here, we describe the detailed steps of PortableLab’s
encryption and verification algorithm for data transmission
and illustrate the optimization of the algorithm for microcon-
trollers.

Define the activation sequence in PortableLab as AS =
(As1,As2, . . . ,Asi, . . . ,Asn), Asi ∈ ACSLL code. The
encryption of the activation sequence is primarily con-
cerned with how the data satisfies the AES encryption
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Algorithm 2 Encryption and Generating Splicing
Check Bit
Input: P = (p1, p2, . . . , pn), actuation sequence

plaintext block, k , cipher key, polynomial G(x)
Output: c, actuation sequence ciphertext block
while Presence of unprocessed plaintext blocks do
⟨k (0), k (1), . . . , k (10)⟩ ← KeySchedule(k) ;
c← AddRoundKey(p,k (0)) ;
for each i∈{1,2,. . . ,10} do

c← SubBytes(c);
c← ShiftRows(c);
c←MixColumns(c);
c← AddRoundKey(c,k (i));

end
c← SubBytes(c);
c← ShiftRows(c);
c← AddRoundKey(c,k (10));
while The C to be encrypted isn’t null do

Initialize flag;
if c & flag then

c← c⊕ G(x); G(x)≫ 1;
else

G(x)≫ 1;
end
flag≫ 1;

end
end
return c;

FIGURE 5. A part of the F28 inverter.

algorithm for byte SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns,
and key AddRoundKey. Before encrypting the data, the
activation sequence is formatted and the characters are
mapped to the corresponding binary code AS ′ = (As1′,
As2′, . . . ,Asi′, . . . ,Asn′) through ASCLL code, where Asi′ =
(b7, b6, b5, b4, b3, b2, b1), consists of 8 binary numbers.
SubBytes: set F = S{(b7, b6, b5, b4), (b3, b2, b1, b0)} in

PortableLab, where (b7, b6, b5, b4) and (b3, b2, b1, b0) con-
sist of rows and columns of the S-box respectively.
The new hexadecimal code F ′ = (AS1hex ,AS2hex) is

obtained by checking the S-box. Queries at the S-box can
waste a large amount of time, and previousworkwill optimize
queries. In this part, the logic-gate circuit-based optimization
proposed by Reyhani-Masoleh et al. [12], which is more
applicable to the PortableLab model. Due to mass production
at PortableLab, it is convenient to attach small-scale logic
gate modules to the microcontroller. Figure 5 shows a
part of the F28 inverter. Its experiments are based on
the implementation of STM 65nm technology, and the
results show that a total of 149 gate circuits are required,
including 8 XNOR2, 32 NAD2, 8 NOT, 8 NOR2, 2 OAI22, 2
OAI32, and 16 MUXI21, where the latency is 1.159us and
the area is 508.04um2. This is a negligible burden on the
microcontroller.

MixColumns: the GF (28) finite field multiplication is
denoted by ◦. The modulo multiplication of its polynomial
is m(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1. M = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn)
will be obtained by a fixed confusion matrix M (F ′(x)).
Mi+x[F ′(x)] = [F ′[i] ◦ 02;F ′[i];F ′[i];F[i] ◦ 03], where x
ranges from 1 to 4.

AddRoundKey: define the add round key in the formula
ASE = expankey[Round ≪ 4+xi], where expankey is an array
of keys, and Round represents an encrypted round. Since the
key is 16 bits, xi will be traversed from 1 to 16. The activation
sequence encryption and decryption in PortableLab will be
transformed multiple times by the above four operations, and
finally, the data ASE [x] will be obtained.

In the CRC algorithm, both parties should preset i·n bit
integer P = (p1, p1, . . . , pi), and calculate i·(n − k) bit
F = (f1, f2, . . . , fi) through data D = (d1, d2, . . . , di). And
require: {

T mod P == 0
T = 2n−kD+ F

(2)

Before sending, T = (d1+f1, d2+f2, . . . , di+fi) is generated
according to the above formula and sent to the receiver.
Algorithm 1 shows the encryption and verification process.
Once the data is received, it will be validated. After

successful data validation, the data will be decrypted in the
opposite way of the encryption algorithm, as in Algorithm 2.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
Here, we analyze the security of the model and describe
the time and space complexity and other hardware costs
of the model. In this part, the experiment simulates the
communication of the decryption and verification algorithm
in PortableLab.

A. EXPERIMENTS SETTING
The control executed in this experiment is stm32f103ze, and
the wireless module is ESP8266. It uses different external
crystals to test the time required for the AES and CRC
algorithm to execute in stm32f103ze and judge the feasibility
by time. The controller performed in this experiment is
stm32f103ze, and the wireless module is ESP8266. It utilizes
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different external crystals to test the time required for
the AES-ECB model and CRC algorithm to execute in
stm32f103ze and judge the feasibility by time. In Table 1,
different types of STM32 microcontrollers, according to
different performances, are listed.

B. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The key is the most essential concern for cryptographic
algorithms, and attempts to analyze the key are called
attacks. Typical attacks are brute force attacks, differential
cryptanalysis, and square attacks. Therefore, key crack may
not be feasible due to the following:
a) Brute Force Attack. Let 2k is the key length (in bits),

the attacker will decrypt the intercepted ciphertext with
all possible 2k keys until a meaningful block of plaintext
is acquired. After obtaining the plaintext, the attacker
compares the corresponding keys for decryption until they are
equivalent. Then, the key is adopted to verify the correctness
of the other plaintexts. A brute force attack with an average
time complexity of 2k−1 encryption would entail 2k−1 rounds
of encryption.
b) Differential cryptanalysis. In the differential cryptanal-

ysis a principle, let (X,+) be a finite group of exchanges.
1x = x1 − x2 is the difference between x1 and x2. The
function f : X → Y , 1x is the input difference of f (x),
and 1f (x) is the output difference corresponding to (x1, x2).
Therefore, the differential corresponds to the following
transition probability.

Pf (α, β) =
1
|X |2
× {(x1, x2) : f (x1)

− f (x2) = β|x1 − x2 = α} (3)

A differential distribution matrix is a matrix Df with
Pf (α, β) as the value of β rows and α columns.When the
key is deciphered by differential cryptanalysis, the attacker
requires many plaintext pairs. In [26], the time complexity
corresponding to the aes-129 7-round attack requires 2192.2

table checks to select the number of plaintexts. However,
a round of encryption with a time complexity equivalent to
20 table lookups corresponds to a time complexity of about
2125 times. The key isn’t taken for different chip types, so the
solution will be impossible to crack our model.
c) Square attacks. Square was proposed by Rijndael’s

designer as one of the most effective options for plaintext
attacks. In a round of keys, since each round can crack the
previous round of keys when a particular round is cracked,
it is possible to derive all the subkeys. The Square attack is
the process of guessing and determining the subkey, andwhen
the guess is correct, the entire key is defeated. In [27], Tunstall
derives an attack complexity of 2154 for seven rounds but
cannot threaten AES-192 except for quantum computation.

C. MEMORY CONSUMPTION
When decrypting the verification, the required algorithm
cost should be considered. The following time complexity

function is utilized to evaluate the algorithm.

T (n) = O(fadd (n))+ O(fsub(n))+ O(fmix(n))

+ O(fshitf (n)) (4)

where O(fadd (n)) is equal to O(logN ), O(fsub(n)), O(fmix(n))
and O(fshift (n)) are equal to O(1), O(logN ) and O(N )
respectively. For the algorithm space occupation, only the
s-box in the AES algorithm takes a lot of space. However,
due to the fixed s-box, the space complexity is constant.

In the market, the price of STM32F103 is lower than $1,
which can be repeated utilization. ESP8266 integrates ultra-
low-power 32-bit miniature in a smaller size. It supports
RTOS, IEEE802.11 b/g/n protocol, and a complete TCP / IP
protocol stack. The price of an ESP8266 is lower than $1.5,
and it can be repeated utilization.

D. TIME CONSUMPTION
Table 2 lists the program size and flash consumption of
10 different protocols in different layouts after dictionary
compression in conjunction with state machine optimization.
The ten protocols are PCR and invitro 2S_ 2r, InVitro
2s_ 3r, InVitro 3s_ 3r, InVitro 3s_ 4r, InVitro 4s_ 4r, Protein,
Protein split1, Protein split2, and Protein split3. These
detection protocols are ten common benchmarks in peer-
review publications [13]. The dictionary is represented as a
vector of bit vector D, and the hash table H is utilized to
improve performance. Let Si be the ith state of the linear
Moore machine and Bi be the corresponding bit vector.
Initially, both D and H are empty. Each operation phase is
transformed into a loop to reduce the number of states, while
the routing phase (assuming no repetition) maintains the
linear structure of the original state machine. The boundary
between the operation and routing phases is determined by
scheduling, placement, and routing solutions; extracting this
information from bit vector sequences is unnecessary. These
operations will cause the droplets in DMFB to decompose,

TABLE 1. Multiple stm32-based microcontrollers.

TABLE 2. Program size(KB) and flash occupation(Bit) in different placer.
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FIGURE 6. Runtime on different protocols.

mix, and detect. After a series of operations, the DMFB
will output the reaction results, and the microcontroller will
give feedback on the results to the biological and chemical
engineers.

The model needs to decrypt and validate the program.
When decrypting, the framework needs to consider the
program’s running time. Because the execution of the micro-
controller will cause the corresponding energy consumption,
these protocols utilize different placement methods: keep
all maximum empty rectangles (KAMER) and virtual topol-
ogy (VT). KAMER is when an operation is generated; it
will search a data structure that stores the maximum empty
rectangles (MERs) and select an MER to place. The MER
will be rebuilt when the operation is complete. Instead,
the virtual topology identifies chip regions in advance to
ensure reasonable routing paths between the regions. When a
function is generated, the virtual topology can select any free
region that supports the operation. In Figure 5, the maximum
transmission time of the scheme is less than 2.5s. Therefore,
the scheme is feasible in terms of time. The minimum flash
memory space of STM32F103 is 16kb, which can also satisfy
the experimental requirements.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper studies the problem of general-purpose DMFB
transmitting biological protocol remotely and proposes a
PortableLab with a wireless module. Meanwhile, encryption
and authentication algorithms ensure data transfer security

between the microcontroller and the server. With this model,
the DMFB enables the remote transmission of biological
protocols at a cost that only slightly increases the completion
time of the bioassay. In the future, cryptographic algorithms
and the compatibility of biochips with wireless modules
could be optimized to optimize time and space.
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